
 
Curriculum Statement 2020 - Overview 

 
Within the academy, we strive to create a learning environment, curriculum, experiences and relationships in which all individuals can find expression, be nourished and                        
developed. 
 
The academy commits itself to creating an environment for everyone that is characterised by our core values of Truth, Justice, Forgiveness, Generosity and Respect.                        
These values have been used to determine this policy. 
 

OUR 
CURRICULUM 
STATEMENT 

The St Lawrence Academy strives to create a stimulating learning environment, an ambitious curriculum, exciting experiences and strong                  
relationships in which all individuals can find expression, be nourished and developed. We offer a challenging curriculum which helps our students                     
encounter, accept, and embrace learning in order to achieve their full potential. Our curriculum provides all students with the opportunity to develop                      
the skills, competencies, knowledge and understanding, qualities, characteristics and strengths to be effective learners and citizens. Students are                  
encouraged to reach the highest standards possible, gaining the skills, qualifications and confidence to fulfil their dreams and ambitions and enable                     
them to become successful leaders, employers, employees and entrepreneurs in a rapidly changing world.  

OBJECTIVES Educating for Wisdom, 
Knowledge and Skills 

Educating for Character 
Development, Hope, 

Aspiration and 
Courageous Advocacy 

Educating for Community 
and Living Well Together 

Educating for Dignity and 
Respect 

Educating for Worship, 
Reflection and Prayer 

INTENT 

for academy staff and 
leaders to apply their 
Christian vision to ensure 
curriculum and 
extracurricular opportunities 
meet the academic and 
spiritual needs of all 
students. 

for the academy’s Christian 
vision to support the 
character and moral 
development of all students, 
giving them aspirations for 
themselves and hope for the 
communities of which they 
are a part. For the 
academy’s Christian vision 
to inspire the whole school 
community to engage in 
social action and to be 
courageous advocates for 
change in their local, national 
and global communities. 

for the academy’s Christian 
vision to promote social and 
cultural development through 
the practice of forgiveness 
and reconciliation that 
encourages good mental 
health, and enables all to 
flourish and live well 
together. 

for the academy’s Christian 
vision to create an 
environment that embraces 
difference where all students, 
whatever their background or 
ability, can flourish because 
all are treated with dignity 
and respect. 

to place spirituality and the 
spiritual development of 
everyone at the heart of the 
academy, to create a 
learning environment, 
curriculum, experiences and 
relationships in which the 
passion of all our students 
can find expression, be 
nourished and developed. 

THEMES Transforming Lives - 
Tenacity - Teamwork 

Aspirations - Advocacy - 
Attitude 

Resilience - Recognition - 
Relationships 

Empathy - Edification - 
Empowerment 

Goodness - Godliness - 
Gifts of God 
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VISION & ETHOS 

The St Lawrence Academy provides a curriculum which inspires, challenges and safeguards all our students, and enables them to become: 
➢ Successful learners who have acquired the essential knowledge and skills required to fulfil their future lives 
➢ Confident, well-rounded individuals who are able to live safe, healthy and fulfilling lives 
➢ Responsible citizens who make a social and economic contribution to society  

 
We are committed to the values of:  

RESPECT      TRUTH      FORGIVENESS      GENEROSITY      JUSTICE 
 
These values thread their way through the curriculum we offer to our students, in the subjects they are taught, the strong house system and the 
extracurricular activities offered.  
 
In Year 9, our students are offered an exciting Enrichment Programme which is designed to build and bring together the skills and knowledge                       
gained from their KS3 curriculum in an ambitious and cumulative way, ensuring all learners receive the knowledge, cultural capital and skills they will                       
require to succeed at the next stage of learning and in later life. Our Enrichment Programme extends beyond the academic, technical or vocational,                       
and ensures students develop more broadly, discovering their own interests and talents. 
 
The St Lawrence Academy Enrichment Programme 
➢ is a structured, hands-on activity 
➢ engages students in the wider community and teaches them important life-skills 
➢ enriches the understanding and personal development of your students 
➢ develops soft skills and qualities, such as team-work, independence, initiative and responsibility 
➢ involves learning by doing 

KEY AREAS OF 
LEARNING 

ENGLISH      -      MATHS      -      SCIENCE      -      HISTORY      -      GEOGRAPHY      -      RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
ART & DESIGN     -     BUSINESS & ENTERPRISE      -      COMPUTER SCIENCE      -      ICT      -      SPORT & PE     -    MUSIC 

DRAMA   -   LANGUAGES     -     DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY     -     HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE      -      VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL 

ENRICHMENT CHARACTER EDUCATION     -     ENRICHMENT     -     FUTURES     -     PiXL EDGE     -     COLLECTIVE WORSHIP     -     LITERACY 
ROUTES TO SUCCESS        -      RAISING ASPIRATIONS DAYS   -   HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHAMPIONS (YST) 
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CONTEXT & 
RATIONALE 

The St Lawrence Academy serves a diverse community with complex needs. We strive to embrace this in the curriculum we provide to our students.                        
We want all our students to feel included and be inspired to develop their talents – whatever they may be. We offer a broad balanced curriculum and                           
an environment for learning which inspires our students to do their very best. This is what we expect. 
  
Our mission statement is:                        STRENGTH FOR TODAY, BRIGHT HOPE FOR TOMORROW  

 
Our students need to feel safe, happy and supported if they are to achieve their very best. We want them to be determined to succeed, confident in                           
their abilities and fully involved in the life of the academy, the local community and beyond. We strive for the academy to be at the heart of our local                             
community and work in partnership with other schools, colleges, the local authority and the wider community to enhance social cohesion and provide                      
the support and range of opportunities that our students need to succeed and to create a positive learning culture where success is expected and                        
celebrated. 
 
Our curriculum responds to our context by: 
➢ having a pragmatic structure to best meet the learning needs of our students within available resources 
➢ balancing our aspiration to ensure all students acquire a broad and balanced curriculum, with a recognition that self-esteem, motivation and 

success are also significantly supported by an element of guided choice and specialisation as students progress towards external 
examinations 

➢ providing increased study time to enable students to master the content of the subjects they study in KS4, in order to maximise their potential 
for a successful transition post-16. At the same time, providing students with an Enrichment Programme in Year 9 to compliment their 
journey into KS4 

➢ developing a process to evolve and develop the curriculum as the needs of our children and the expertise of our staff change over time 

EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 

The St Lawrence Academy strives to be an outstanding academy meeting the needs of all our students in an inclusive, caring environment. A whole                        
child approach to education has been adopted so that every student is given opportunities to develop knowledge, skills and understanding through an                      
open mind. Our ethos is realised through personalising the curriculum and academy experience for each student, responding to their learning needs                     
by creating provision that is appropriate, whether it is academic, personal, social, moral or spiritual. Personalisation will be achieved through the                     
careful use of data and mentoring to ensure programmes are tailored to meet students' needs. The academy welcomes students from all backgrounds                      
and faiths, regardless of ability. Our curriculum is structured so that no student is prevented from pursuing a course or programme based on their                        
gender, ability, ethnicity, religion or sexual orientation. Students with disabilities or special educational needs will, as far as is possible, be provided                      
with reasonable adjustments to enable them to access an ambitious and relevant curriculum. 
 
Our curriculum responds to our inclusive ethos by: 
➢ each core subject being timetabled independently with no restrictions that prevent a student being taught in a set which the most appropriate 

to their needs 
➢ students being able to freely choose their options in KS4 with the careful guidance and support of experienced staff 
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Curriculum Planning  
 
Roles 
➢ The Principal, the Senior Manager - Curriculum & Standards and the Senior Leader - Learning, Progress & Curriculum will be responsible for overall                       

policy, structure and planning 
➢ The Director of Finances & Resources will advise on the costings of the curriculum 
➢ The Curriculum & Progress Committee will oversee the curriculum and ensure the academy provides a broad and balanced curriculum which is inclusive 
➢ The Assistant Principal and the Senior Leaders - Learning & Progress will support the Curriculum Progress Leaders (CPLs) in devising and implementing                      

suitable processes and timetables for formative and summative assessment so that students’ learning can be checked and supported and the overall quality of                       
provision can be evaluated. They will be responsible for identifying gaps in the skills and knowledge of teaching and support staff  

➢ Curriculum Progress Leaders (CPLs) will be responsible for ensuring that the learning in their subject: 
○ is systematically taught and coherently sequenced so that students build up and retain a solid core of knowledge and skills in the subject 
○ has well-planned schemes of work, appropriately resourced and supported, especially for teachers teaching outside their main area of expertise 
○ is regularly assessed so that the progress of students can be carefully monitored and the teaching adapted if necessary 
○ contributes where appropriate to the integration of subject content into larger concepts 
○ promotes the development of cross-curricular skills 

 
Framework 
➢ Curriculum Progress Leaders (CPLs)  will: 

○ ensure that there is a curriculum map for each cohort of students as they progress through the academy. This will record the curriculum delivered in each                          
curriculum year and also provide a framework for future planning 

○ be responsible for developing schemes of work that fit into this map, by arranging for collaborative planning between teams of teachers and other                       
departments 

 
Schemes of work will: 

● be kept updated and revised when necessary 
● be developed collaboratively and shared in order to make workloads manageable and to ensure equality of provision for students 
● conform to a common framework across all subjects, so that all Curriculum Progress Leaders (CPLs) will be able to identify key content and concepts and thus                          

promote more effective coordination across subjects 
● be structured using the latest knowledge of cognitive science and subject knowledge to plan for ambitious and coherent learning 
● identify the most effective teaching and learning resources and strategies 
● include strategies for checking on learning, showing a clear understanding of the limitations of assessment and the potential implications on teachers’ workload 
● identify common misconceptions and strategies to correct them 
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Curriculum - Structure 2020 / Curriculum Route for Students 

 

 KS3 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9  KS4 Year 10 Year 11 

English 4 4 4 English 4 4 

Mathematics  4 3 4 Mathematics  4 4 

Science 4 4 4 Science: Combined 4 4 

Religious Education 1 2 2 Religious Education 2 2 

Physical Education 2 2 2 Physical Education 2 2 

Character Education (PHSE) 1 1 1 Character Education (PHSE) (in Reflection time) 1 1 

Computer science 1 1 1 Futures (in Reflection time) 1 1 

Geography 2 2 1 OPTION CHOICES 
Computer Science 
Languages (French / Spanish) 
Geography 
History 
Science: Triple (in addition to 4 lessons in CORE) 
Art & Design 
Business 
Creative iMedia 
Design & Technology 
Engineering 
Hospitality & Catering 
Hair & Beauty Therapy 
Health & Social Care 
Life & Living Skills 
Performing Arts: Dance 
Photography 
Sports Science 
Statistics 

3 Options 
of 

3 hours 
each 

3 Options 
of 

 3 hours 
each 

History 2 2 1 

Language (Spanish) 1 2 1 

Art / Food / Technology / Drama / 
Music (Rotation) 2 2 2 

Music 1 in rotation in rotation 

Futures (in Reflection time) 1 1 1 

ENRICHMENT 0 0 2 

 

Option hours  9 9 

Total of lessons in a week 25 25 25 Total of lessons in a week 25 25 
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1GJ1qT_XrqWDbsJQu_Caa_a0j5Cp7Zy_RM5nrfcWTxds/edit#gid=1464866633
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Curriculum Mapping 2019 (2020 tbc) 

 Knowledge Skills Attitudes and habits VALUES 

SUBJECT-BASED 
TEACHING 

English 
Maths 
Science / Science Combined / Science Triple 
Art & Design 
Computer Science 
Business & Employability 
Hospitality & Catering 
Languages - French & Spanish 
Humanities - History & Geography 
Health & Social Care 
Religious Education 
Design & Technology 
Engineering / Hair & Beauty 
Sports Science / Performing Arts: Dance 
Music / Drama 
Futures / Character  

Physical Education 
PiXL Edge  
Futures  
Enrichment 
 

 

Self-study skills 
Organisation 
Communication skills 
Independent learning 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Educating for Wisdom, Knowledge and Skills 

 
Transforming Lives - Tenacity - Teamwork 

 
Educating for Character Development, Hope, 

Aspiration and Courageous Advocacy 
 

Aspirations - Advocacy - Attitude 
 

Educating for Community and Living Well Together 
 

Resilience - Recognition - Relationships 
 

Educating for Dignity and Respect 
 

Empathy - Edification - Empowerment 
 

Educating for Worship, Reflection and Prayer 
 

Goodness - Godliness - Gifts of God 
 

GENEROSITY 
 

TRUTH 
 

JUSTICE 
 

RESPECT 
 

FORGIVENESS 

CROSS  - 
CURRICULAR 
CURRICULUM 

Numeracy  
Literacy  
Earth stewardship  
Political awareness 
Historical understanding  
Health & well-being  
Spirituality  
Careers information 
Routes to Success  
Raising Aspirations Days (RAD)  

Communication 
Life skills 
Preparation for work 
Problem-solving 
Practical skills 
Enterprise skills  

 

Active citizenship 
Environmentally aware 
Community cohesion 
Healthy living 
Mental well-being 
Talents & aspirations 
British Values 
Ambitious  

PASTORAL & 
PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Finance 
Employment Opportunities 
Further education & Higher education 
Citizenship 
Volunteering 

Teamwork 
Leadership 

Resilience 
Character building 
Responsibility 
Be safe 

OUR  
CULTURE & 
ETHOS 

The basis of a Christian Faith 
Collective Worship 
Values 

Helping others 
Volunteering 

Self-confidence 
Self-respect 
Self-discipline 
Resilience 
Friendliness 
Patience 
Gentleness 
Compassion 
Empathy 
Tolerance 
Respect 
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_KdsZdiP75VolwYT0TEOmlRwiel2oHYL9DZvx94w354/edit#gid=510571743


 
The St Lawrence Academy 

ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME 2020 
 

The enrichment programme for Year 9 is designed to build and bring together the skills and knowledge gained from their KS3 curriculum in an ambitious and                          
cumulative way, ensuring all learners receive the knowledge, cultural capital and skills they will require to succeed at the next stage of learning and in later                          
life. The enrichment programme extends beyond the academic, technical or vocational, and ensures students develop more broadly, discovering their own                    
interests and talents. 

In Year 9, our students are offered an exciting Enrichment Programme which is designed to build and bring together the skills and knowledge gained from the earlier                           
KS3 curriculum in an ambitious and cumulative way, ensuring all learners receive the knowledge, cultural capital and skills they will require to succeed at the next stage of                            
learning and in later life. Our Enrichment Programme extends beyond the academic, technical or vocational, and ensures students develop more broadly, discovering                      
their own interests and talents. 
 
The St Lawrence Academy Enrichment Programme 
➢ is a structured, hands-on activity 
➢ engages students in the wider community and teaches them important life-skills 
➢ enriches the understanding and personal development of our students 
➢ develops soft skills and qualities, such as team-work, independence, initiative and responsibility 
➢ involves learning by doing 

 

Be active! 
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 

Do you like a challenge? A chance to push yourself out of your comfort zone? The DofE is all about going the extra mile – gaining new skills, pushing                             
yourself physically, helping others and exploring new territories. At the same time, you’ll gather friendships, experiences and memories that will last a                      
lifetime. You will take part in activities that motivate you and go on your own personal journey. We know from other participants that the DofE helps you                           
stand out from the crowd when you apply for college, university or jobs. 

Knowledge (Curriculum link) Literacy 
Numeracy 

Character / Citizenship 
Biology 

Sports Science 
PE New skills 

Skills 

Character building 
Leadership 
Teamwork 
Communication 

Self-confidence 
Self-respect 
Self-discipline 
Resilience 

Friendliness 
Employability 
Helping others 
Responsibility 

Problem solving 
Independence 
Volunteering 
Physical / health wellbeing 

Curriculum Aims 
Educating for Character Development, Hope, Aspiration and 

Courageous Advocacy 
Educating for Dignity and Respect 

Aspirations - Advocacy - Attitude Empathy - Edification - Empowerment 
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZvdF2cRUKh1_tm9LxcCQxt8hTVkJCIGrI8YFt_MXqEI/edit#slide=id.g54862abec7_0_24
https://www.dofe.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/programme_ideas_-_skills.pdf
https://www.dofe.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/programme_ideas_-_residential.pdf
https://www.dofe.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/programme_ideas_-_volunteering.pdf
https://www.dofe.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/programme_ideas_-_physical.pdf


 
Be an active citizen! 
The Archbishop of York Young 
Leaders Award 

Do you want to make a difference? Do you want to ‘Be the change you want to see’? The Young Leaders Award is a unique active citizenship                           
programme which empowers young people to make a difference in their local community through social action and volunteering whilst growing in key                      
leadership skills at the same time. 

Knowledge (Curriculum link) Literacy Numeracy Character / Citizenship Life Skills 

Skills 

Character building 
Leadership 
Teamwork 
Communication 
Self-confidence 

Self-respect 
Self-discipline 
Resilience 
Community cohesion 

Active citizenship 
Friendliness 
Patience 
Gentleness 

Compassion 
Empathy 
Tolerance 
Respect 

Curriculum Aims 
Educating for Character Development, Hope, Aspiration and 

Courageous Advocacy 
Educating for Community and Living Well Together 

Aspirations - Advocacy - Attitude Resilience - Recognition - Relationships 
 

Explore Engineering! 
Skills Centre Plus 

The work that engineers do is creative and hands-on. It's about designing things, finding solutions and improving things. You will use                                         
engineering skills to solve problems while taking part in a range of engineering challenges and more! Explore Engineering is a great                                         
introduction for you to gain an engineering qualification at the Skills Centre in year 10 and 11.  

Knowledge (Curriculum link) Literacy 
Science 

Numeracy 
Design & Technology 

Citizenship 
Life Skills 

It Skills 
Business 

Skills 
Character building 
Leadership 
Teamwork 

Communication 
Self-confidence 
Self-respect 

Self-discipline 
Organisation 
Preparation for work 

Responsibility 
Creativity 
Practical Skills 

Curriculum Aims 
Educating for Wisdom, Knowledge and Skills Educating for Character Development, Hope, Aspiration and 

Courageous Advocacy 
Transforming Lives - Tenacity - Teamwork Aspirations - Advocacy - Attitude 

 

Let’s cook! 
Academy Cookbook 

Do you enjoy cooking? Do you watch Great British Bake Off or Masterchef? Are you interested in growing your own food? You will be taken on a journey                            
around the world, cooking and tasting foods from different countries and cultures. This enrichment will lead to the publication of the first Academy                       
Cookbook. 

Knowledge (Curriculum link) 
Literacy 
Numeracy 
Character 

Food Technology 
Geography 
Languages 

Photography 
Art & Design 
Chemistry 

Life Skills 
Business 

Skills 

Character building 
Leadership 
Teamwork 
Communication 

Self-confidence 
Self-respect 
Self-discipline 

Resilience 
Community cohesion 
Active citizenship 

Life skills 
Practical skills 
Language skills 

Curriculum Aims Educating for Community and Living Well Together Educating for Wisdom, Knowledge and Skills 
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http://skillscentreplus.co.uk/


 
Resilience - Recognition - Relationships Transforming Lives - Tenacity - Teamwork 

 

Let’s save the planet! 
Eco Schools Green Flag Award 

It might seem like a daunting task to try and save the planet all by yourself so why not join with others who want to make a difference and to help make a                                 
better quality of life for the future. You will be at the forefront of changing the Academy for the better by working towards the Eco Schools Green Flag                            
Award. 

Knowledge (Curriculum link) 
Literacy 
Numeracy 
Character / Citizenship 

Geography 
Food Technology 

Design & Technology 
Biology 

Chemistry 
Physics 

Skills 
Character building 
Leadership 
Teamwork 

Communication 
Self-confidence 
Self-respect 

Self-discipline 
Organisation 
Responsibility 

Active citizenship 
Problem solving 

Curriculum Aims 
Educating for Character Development, Hope, Aspiration and 

Courageous Advocacy 
Educating for Community and Living Well Together 

Aspirations - Advocacy - Attitude Resilience - Recognition - Relationships 
  

The Magic of Media 
Academy Newsletter 

We want fun, enthusiastic and creative members of the academy to evolve the way we share our academy news, events and information. Have you ever                         
imagined yourself working on TV? Love social media? If so, then this is just the programme for you! With trips to BBC and Sky Studios already planned,                           
students following this enrichment choice will come together using media and communication skills to transform the promotion of academy events                    
forever!  

Knowledge (Curriculum link) 
Literacy 
IT skills 

Art 
Creative Media 

Business Photography 

Skills 
Teamwork 
Leadership 

Communication 
Self-confidence 

Organisation 
Responsibility 

Enterprise skills 

Curriculum Aims 
Educating for Community and Living Well Together Educating for Wisdom, Knowledge and Skills 

Resilience - Recognition - Relationships Transforming Lives - Tenacity - Teamwork 
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